Fetal activity acceleration determination for the evaluation of fetal reserve.
Fetal activity acceleration determination (FAD) was performed 462 times on a total of 410 patients for the evaluation of fetal reserve. Simultaneous oxytocin challenge test (OCT) was performed 324 times to evaluate the correlation between the two tests. In 308 instances, FAD was positive and OCT was either negative or probably negative. In 2 cases with inadequate FAD results the simultaneous OCT was suspicious and positive. In four instances of negative FAD the simultaneous OCT was positive. The correlation between the two tests was excellent. The outcome of all cases with positive FAD was also excellent. The result of the present study strongly suggests that the positive FAD indeed provides reassurance of fetal well-being. Only the inadequate or negative FAD requires the performance of an OCT for further evaluation of the fetal condition.